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We thank very much for the valuable comments from reviewer 3, which help us im-
prove the quality of our manuscript. Following is our point-by-point responses to those
comments and corresponding revisions.
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Reviewer #3

1. Assumed in the paper removal efficiencies of SO2 and NOX measures are lower
than for the same type of control installations used in the OECD countries. Reasons
for it needs to be better clarified in the paper. In particular, please explain if lower
efficiencies result from different design and quality of pollution control equipment or is
it due to lack of proper operation and maintenance of installed technologies.

Response and revisions: We thank the reviewer’s crucial comment. It is true that the
average removal efficiencies of SO2 and NOX for emission control devices in China
are lower than those in OECD countries. As we mentioned in the paper, the SO2
removal efficiency was around 70% before 2010 according to national survey of emis-
sion sources by Ministry of Environmental Protection of China (MEP). Since then the
removal efficiencies have been improved, but they are still lower than expected, as
confirmed by MEP and field investigation by the authors (unpublished yet). The main
reason is the relatively poor operation and maintenance of installed technologies. In
order to save running cost, the air pollutant control devices (APCD) are rarely fully oper-
ated, leading to lower emission control benefits, as indicated by MEP. We clarified this
issue in Section 3.1 of the revised manuscript, and some relevant papers and reports
are also added as new references.

2. Page 10: explain why the study assumes that emission standards issued will be
implemented only in the STD scenario. This implies non-compliance with standards in
the REF scenario. How is it possible? Does it mean that the standards are not part of
the NAPAPPC?

Response and revisions: We thank the reviewer’s comment. NAPAPPC is an action
plan of air pollution control and regulates the various emission control measures by
sector including the installation of advanced air pollutant control devices, improving the
penetrations of new and energy-efficient manufacturing technologies, using the high-
quality fuels, and better distributions of emission sources. However, as a plan issued by
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the central government, NAPAPPC itself does not specify the emission limits of different
types of emission sources, and the actual emission levels do not necessarily satisfy the
emission standards, particularly for small and energy-inefficient industrial sources. The
benefits of emission control measures may not be as sufficient as expected, attributed
mainly to possible poor management and operation of APCDs for cost saving, as we
mention in the response to Question 1. The emission standards made by different
industry associations provide detailed information for the emission limits by sector. The
STD scenario of this work, therefore, provides an ideal case exploring the potential of
those standards on emission abatement. We clarified this at the first paragraph of
Section 3 in the revised manuscript.

3. Page 17, last paragraph: explain how the emission factors were measured: during
test cycles or in real-life operating conditions. Current test cycles do not properly re-
flect the real operating conditions and thus the average emission factors are for some
vehicle types and driving modes higher than the values from the test cycles. Vehicle
aging is not the only reason for differences.

Response and revisions: We thank for the reviewer’s comment. All the studies included
in the mobile emission factor database conducted on-road measurements, and most
of them use the advanced instruments SEMTECH-DS (for gaseous pollutants) and
DMM-230 (for particles). Thus the emission factors are obtained in real-life operating
conditions. We put the detailed information in our previous work (Zhao et al., Atmos.
Chem. Phys., 13, 487-508, 2013) and clarified this in the revised manuscript. We agree
that aging is not only reason for differences, the main reasons for vehicle deterioration
should be the poor inspection and maintenance, as we have stated in the revised
manuscript.

4. Explain why the “best guess” scenario assumes only partial implementation of the
NAPAPPC

Response and revisions: As we discuss in Section 4.2, not all of NAPAPPC measures
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can be quantitatively analyzed under current framework of national emission inventory,
due to lack of data particularly on individual small emission sources. Besides the na-
tional one, moreover, provinces, particularly those with relatively heavy pollution, are
making or will make corresponding local action plans for air pollution prevention and
control. Such kind of information could not be exactly followed currently. Since those
limitations have been stressed in the manuscript, the word “partial” is deleted in the
revised manuscript to avoid ambiguity.

5. Use TSP (as in the last line of Page 4) or total PM (as on Page 11) consequently in
the whole paper.

Response and revisions: We thank the reviewer’s comment, and TSP is consistently
used in the revised manuscript.

6. Last sentence of abstract and conclusions: what wider range of pollutants do the
authors have in mind?

Response and revisions: Those pollutants include volatile organic compounds (VOC),
NH3, and CO, which are confirmed to play important roles in atmospheric chemistry
and pollution formation in China. We have stressed this in the abstract and added a
discussion paragraph in Section 4.2 of the revised manuscript.

7. Page 7: MW electric or MW thermal input to the boilers?

Response and revisions: It’s MW electric (MWe), and we clarified in the revised
manuscript.

8. Page 7: Is assumed coal consumption per unit of electricity constant over time?
Newer units are likely to have higher efficiency.

Response and revisions: We thank the reviewer’s comment and agree that newer units
have higher efficiency. As we mentioned in the manuscript, the coal consumption of
old units is estimated based on the detailed power unit database that is compiled by us
and includes the parameter of coal use per unit generation of electricity (expresses as
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gce/kWh) plant by plant. The difference in energy efficiencies between units can thus
be clearly captured. For new ones, since the government requires that all the new-built
units should be large units with high energy efficiency, we apply an average ratio of
coal use per unit of electricity for China’s big power units. We have stressed this point
in the revised manuscript.

9. Page 7, lines 10 and 11 from the bottom and Table 2: if coal consumption is given
in physical tons, provide information on calorific value assumed. If the numbers are in
tons of coal equivalent, specify it in the unit.

Response and revisions: The coal consumption is given in physical metric tons, and
the average heating value for China’s coal is provided in the revised manuscript.

10. Page 14, 1st paragraph: it is unlikely that FGD would be used to reduce emissions
from coking. Coke gas desulfurization will be used instead

Response and revisions: We thank the reviewer for pointing this out. The words are
revised in the manuscript.

11. Page 18, 9th line: explain what the rural vehicles are.

Response and revisions: Rural vehicles (RV) are the vehicles used for transportation
of goods and passengers in countryside. Tractor is one typical kind of RV. RV can be
classified into 3-wheelers (all one cylinder) and 4-wheelers (the number of cylinders is
from one through four). RVs are used as trucks but are different from light-duty diesel
trucks (LDDTs). Compared to LDDTs, RVs have much smaller engine power, lower
designed maximum speed (50-70 km/hr), and lower cost. RVs are forbidden in urban
areas and highways because of their low speed and high emission levels. Some of the
information has been added into the revised manuscript.

12. Page 18, Section 3.6., 5th line: explain what is assumed. Does the replacement of
coal stoves with boilers mean more district heating? Or do you mean replacement of
stoves with boilers for single family houses?
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Response and revisions: We thank the reviewer for pointing this out. It means more
district heating and has been stressed in the revised in the manuscript.

13. Page 18, Section 4: Change the title to “Results and discussion”

Response and revisions: It has been revised as required.

14. Page 20: do not understand the last sentence of the 1st paragraph. Little (or no)
reduction of emissions from Stage III and IV vehicles compared to Stages I and II is
due to the fact that the test cycles do not reflect real driving conditions.

Response and revisions: We thank the reviewer’s comment. As we mentioned in the
response to Question 3, the emission levels were measured in real-life condition (i.e.,
by on-road tests) with advanced instruments. Thus we believe the data are reliable.

15. Page 26, end of Section 4.4: I do not understand the last sentence. Reformulate
or delete.

Response and revisions: The sentence is deleted in the revised manuscript as required
by the reviewer.

16. Conclusions: What does it mean “Compromised operational conditions. . .e.g.,
SCR systems”? Does it mean that the efficiency is lower than the design efficiency?
Explain.

Response and revisions: Yes, it means lower efficiency than expected due mainly to
unsatisfied operation and maintenance of APCDs, as we explained in response to
Question 1.

17. I could not find the citation of the reference (MIIT, 2010).

Response and revisions: We thank the reviewer for pointing this out. The reference is
deleted in the revised manuscript.

18. Figure 4 is difficult to analyze. Suggest replacing with a table.
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Response and revisions: We thank the reviewer’s comment. Since the scenario setting
varies significantly between different studies, it is even more difficult to put those data
in a table with uniform table header. Thus we put the results from our work in Tables
3 and 4, and compare them with other studies in Figure 4. In the revised manuscript,
we tried our best to improve the figure quality, making the symbols bigger and easier
to read. The categories of different studies (and thus the series in each panel) are
simplified to keep the figure concise.

19. Figure 5: (a) delete “CPP” from the legend; (b) delete “for CPP+CEM+ISP”. De-
scription of the sectors covered in (a) and (b) is in the figure caption. Rename the 2nd
axis to % of national total.

Response and revisions: Figure 5 has been revised as required by the reviewer.

20. Table S2: say that values are in percent.

Response and revisions: We thank the reviewer for pointing this out, and the caption is
revised accordingly.

21. Citations of the references in the supplement are missing. Technical corrections.

Response and revisions: We have checked the references and citations to ensure they
match in the revised supplement.

22. Below I suggested couple of changes in the wording for consideration by the Au-
thors. [. . .] means text as it is.

Page 2, line 8: unit should be teragrams.

Page 6, Section 2.2., 6th line: instead “in details” say “in detail”.

Page 14, last paragraph; replace with: For blast-furnace iron production, a national
survey (MEP, 2010) determined current average emission factors for SO2 and NOx at
0.15 and 0.2 kg/t iron. These factors were applied in previous work (Zhao et al., 2013a)
and used in BAS and REF cases of this study. Regarding STD. . .. technologies were
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investigated (SSC, 2007). The report determined the emission factors at . . . and PM.
These values were used as emission standards. . .

Page 15, 3rd and 4th lines from the bottom: Better. . . (Zhao et al., 2013). In REF, more
application. . . than cyclones is assumed, resulting in a considerable reduction. . .

Page 18, 3rd sentence, reformulate to: This is of course an ideal case providing mini-
mum emission levels for a given vehicle population. . .

Page 18, Section 3.6: 2nd line: say. . .implemented in the near future.

Page 19, 5th line: . . . they may decrease (not it); 6th line: growth of SO2 emissions is
expected (not are)

Page 20, 2nd line: better: . . . (for 450S) and to 3079 Gg . . .

Page 21, 8th line from bottom: say . . . expert judgment had to be applied. . . ( not have)

Page 21, 3rd line from bottom: change to: . . . uniform emission standards have been
set. . .

Page 22, 7th line from bottom and Page 23, 6th line from bottom: use “differences” (not
discrepancies)

Page 25, 2nd paragraph: Change to: Figure 5 shows the . . . (Figure 5(b) as well as
their shares in total national emissions. It is. . .

Page 25, 7th line from bottom: change to: . . .the contributions of those sectors to
national emissions are estimated to rise again after 2015. The only exception are the
emissions of PM10. . .

Page 26, line 11 from bottom: change to: Implementation of energy saving and emis-
sion control measures in those sectors will be challenging because of the geographic
dispersion of sources and much greater. . .

Page 27, 8th line form bottom: change to: . . .For comparison, the analogous data
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on PM10 and SO2 emissions for the US (USEPA, 2011) and for the European Union
(CEIP, 2011) for the period 1990 to 2010 are shown. In contrast. . . faster decrease of
PM (and thus also Ca) emissions . . .

Page 28, 1st line: delete "within in".

Page 28, 2nd line: Change to . . . improvement, further abatement of . . .acid deposition,
if further reduction of SO2 reduction is constrained.

Page 28, 13th line from bottom: change to: . . . estimate. Figure 7 shows the effects
of changes in Chinese emissions between 2005 and 2030 on radiative forcing for five
scenarios. Three of them: best guess (NPS-REF), CPS-REF, and 450-REF evaluate
the effects of energy paths. The other two: NPS-BAS and NPS-STD demonstrate the
effects of control strategies. Global emissions. . . (in preparation). The latter applies . . .

Page 28, 5th line from the bottom: play, not played.

Page 29: 1st line: delete “effects”.

Page 29: 5th line. Modify the last sentence of Section 4 as follows: Efforts to reduce
emissions from the dispersed (residential) sources. . .

Page 29, Section 5, 2nd line: replace “measures in energy conservation” with “mea-
sures aimed at energy conservation”.

Page 29, last line: replace “at” with “for”.

Page 30, 12th line from the bottom”: replace “discrepancies” with “differences”.

Page 30, 9th line from bottom: say “and their spatial distributions”. . .

Figure and table captions: skip “The” at the beginning of the captions.

Caption of Figure 2 contains a long explanation. Shorten the caption to the first two
sentences and move the rest to the text of the paper. Second sentence, change to: All
panels are for the NPS activity scenario.
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Caption of Figure 3: Change 2nd sentence to: Values are for the NPS activity scenario
and three emission control levels: BAS, REF, and STD.

Caption of Figure 7: Change to: Effects of changes in China’s emissions of air pollu-
tants from 2005 (or 2010 as in the text??) on radiative forcing for selected scenarios
analyzed in this work.

Response and revisions: We thank the reviewer’s very careful comments on language.
We’ve taken all of the reviewer’s suggestion and improved the language accordingly in
the revised manuscript.
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